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Quantum-scissors device for optical state truncation: A proposal for practical realization
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We propose a realizable experimental scheme to prepare superposition of the vacuum and one-photon states
by truncating an input coherent state. The scheme is based on the quantum scissors device proposed by Pegg,
Phillips, and Barnett@Phys. Rev. Lett.81, 1604 ~1998!# and uses photon-counting detectors, a single photon
source, and linear optical elements. Realistic features of the photon counting and single-photon generation are
taken into account and possible error sources are discussed together with their effect on the fidelity and
efficiency of the truncation process. Wigner function and phase distribution of the generated states are given
and discussed for the evaluation of the proposed scheme.
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I. INTRODUCTION

There has been a growing interest in the generation
engineering of quantum states of light. Over the last deca
various schemes for preparation of Fock states@1# and their
arbitrary finite superpositions@2–10# have been developed
The motivation behind these efforts is the possible appl
tions of nonclassical states of light in quantum communi
tion and information processing. Such states have b
shown to be generated by nonlinear media or by conditio
measurements at the output ports of beam splitters. For
ample, the method proposed by Daknaet al. @5# relies on an
alternate application of coherent displacement and pho
adding~and/or subtracting! via conditional measurements o
beam splitters for the generation of several different type
nonclassical states. That scheme consists of photon-cou
devices, high-transmittance beam splitters, and the cond
of no-photon detection at the detectors. Another interes
scheme proposed by D’Arianoet al. @6# is based on ring
cavity and Kerr medium. However, the simplest scheme
the one proposed by Pegg and co-workers@3,4#. This scheme
~see Fig. 1!, referred to as thequantum scissors devic
~QSD!, enables generation of the finite superpositions
number states by truncating a coherent state. Recently, R
et al. proposed and experimentally demonstrated a QSD-
state-preparation technique based on conditional coher
@7#.

The quantum scissors device exploits three fundame
concepts of quantum mechanics:~a! Entanglement, mixing
of vacuum and a single photon at the first beam spli
~BS1! creates an entangled state and opens a quantum c
nel; ~b! measurement, a physical system can be brought
desired state by a conditional measurement; and~c! nonlo-
cality, vacuum and single-photon components of the cohe
state atb̂3 are generated at theb̂1 mode without any light
going fromb̂3 of the second beam splitter~BS2! to b̂1 mode

*Electronic address: ozdemir@koryuw01.soken.ac.jp
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of BS1. Recently, the basic idea of the QSD has been slig
modified to generate the superposition of vacuum, o
photon, and two-photon states@8#. An interferometric
scheme equivalent to a QSD with tunable beam splitters
been proposed by Paris to prepare arbitrary superpos
states @11#. It has also been shown that the basic QS
scheme can be applied as a teleportation device for supe
sition states@12#. No proposal has been made concerning
practical scheme of the QSD, which considers realistic m
els for the detectors and sources.

In this paper, our main interest is to propose and study
experimental QSD scheme for producing superposition
the vacuum and one-photon states,C0u0&1C1u1&, which is
the simplest optical-qubit state with phase information. T
paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, a schematic c
figuration of the Pegg-Phillips-Barnett QSD scheme is giv
and theoretical background is discussed. We will conside
ideal scheme to study the effects of beam splitter parame
on the fidelity of the output state and the efficiency of tru
cation process. In Secs. III and IV, the proposed experime
setup is introduced, the possible sources of error~imperfec-
tions in detectors and single-photon source! and their effects
on the preparation of the desired state are studied. To ev
ate the feasibility of the scheme, the fidelity of the outp
state and the rate of preparing it are discussed. Sectio

FIG. 1. Schematic configuration of the quantum scissors de
~QSD!. BS1, BS2, beam splitters;D2 , D3, photon counting detec-
tors; ua&, u0&, u1&, coherent, vacuum, and single-photon stat
respectively;uF trunc&, truncated output state.
©2001 The American Physical Society18-1
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includes a comparison of fidelities for different states. In S
VI, the Wigner function and its marginals for the generat
states are analyzed. Finally, a discussion of the result
given in Sec. VII.

II. QUANTUM SCISSORS DEVICE: SCHEMATICS AND
PRINCIPLES

The basic scheme of the QSD proposed by Pegget al. is
shown in Fig. 1. It consists of two beam splitters and t
photon counters. The input modes of the setup are denote
â1 , â2, and b̂3. The actions of beam splitters can be d
scribed as unitary transformations of the operators in
Heisenberg picture, which can be written as@13#

R̂1â1
†R̂1

†5t1b̂1
†2r 1* b̂2

† , R̂1â2
†R̂1

†5r 1b̂1
†1t1* b̂2

† ,

R̂2b̂3
†R̂2

†5t2ĉ3
†2r 2* ĉ2

† , R̂2b̂2
†R̂2

†5r 2ĉ3
†1t2* ĉ2

† , ~1!

where R̂1 and R̂2 are the unitary operators satisfyin
R̂1u00& (a1 ,a2)5u00& (b1 ,b2) and R̂2u00& (b2 ,b3)5u00& (c2 ,c3) . t j

andr j are the beam-splitter complex transmission and refl
tion coefficients satisfyingut j u21ur j u251, and (* ) denotes
complex conjugation.

In the QSD scheme, BS1 is fed by a single photon
modeâ1 and modeâ2 is left in vacuum. Using the relation
given in Eq.~1!, the output of the beam splitter is found to b
an entangled state that can be written as

uc& (b1 ,b2)5R̂1u10& (a1 ,a2)5t1u1&b1
u0&b2

2r 1* u0&b1
u1&b2

.
~2!

The output modeb̂2 is then fed into BS2 where it is mixe
with modeb̂3 prepared in a coherent state

ua&b3
5e2uau2/2(

n50

`
an

n!
~ b̂3

†!nu0&b3
, ~3!

which will be truncated to prepare the desired superposi
of vacuum and one-photon states

uwdesired&b1
5

1

A11uau2
~ u0&b1

1au1&b1
). ~4!

As a result of the action of BS2 witht2 and r 2, the state at
three modes becomes

uC& (b1 ,c2 ,c3)5e2uau2/2(
n50

`

(
k50

n an~2r 2* !k~ t2!n2k

Ak! ~n2k!!

3~ t1u1,k,n2k&2A~n2k11!r 1* r 2

3u0,k,n2k11&2A~k11!r 1* t2*

3u0,k11,n2k&). ~5!

Both output modes of BS2 are measured with phot
counting detectors. The output state generated at modeb̂1 of
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BS1 depends on the outcome of the measurements a
detectors. A normalized superposition of zero- and o
photon states

uF trunc&b1
5N(c2 ,c3)^1,0uC& (b1 ,c2 ,c3)

5
1

Aur 1t2u21uau2ur 2t1u2
@~r 1t2!* u0&b1

1r 2* t1au1&b1
], ~6!

whereN is the renormalization constant, can be obtained
the output of the QSD upon detection of one photon atD2
and no photon atD3.

Although this scheme can also be used to obtain any
sired superposition of vacuum and single-photon states
proper choice ofr 1 , r 2 , and a, we will consider only the
truncation process in this study. The fidelity of the outp
truncated state to any desired state can be calculated fro

F5 b1
^wdesiredur̂ truncuwdesired&b1

~7!

with r̂ trunc5uF trunc&b1b1
^F truncu. Then the fidelity of prepar-

ing the truncated coherent state up to single-photon state
be found as

F5
ur 1t2u21uau2~r 1* r 2t1* t2* 1r 1r 2* t1t2!1uau4ut1r 2u2

~ ur 1t2u21uau2ut1r 2u2!~11uau2!
,

~8!

which shows that the fidelity of the truncation process d
pends on the beam-splitter parameters and the intensit
the input coherent light. Without loss of generality, we c
take r 15 iur 1u, r 25 iur 2u, t15ut1u, andt25ut2u for which

uF trunc&b1
5

ur 1t2uu0&b11aur 2t1uu1&b1

Aur 1t2u21uau2ur 2t1u2
~9!

is obtained. In that case, the dependence of truncation fid
on beam-splitter parameters for an input coherent light
uau251 will be as shown in Fig. 2~a!. It can be seen from
this figure that perfect fidelity (F51) is achieved for a range
of beam-splitter parameters satisfyingut1u22ut2u250. How-
ever, the efficiency of truncation, which can be defined as
probability of the desired detection, is different for differe
choices of beam-splitter parameters and can be calculate

Pdetection5u (c2 ,c3)^1,0uC& (b1 ,c2 ,c3)u2

5~ ur 1t2u21uau2ut1r 2u2!e2uau2[N 22. ~10!

Pdetection is depicted in Fig. 2~b! from which it can be con-
cluded that the highestPdetectionfor F51 is achieved when
two identical 50:50 beam splitters are used. A fidelity ofF
51 is achieved with max(Pdetection)50.184 whenuau251
and ut1u25ut2u250.5.
8-2
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Further analysis of Eq.~5! shows that detection of on
photon atD3 and no photon atD2 will yield the following
truncated state:

uF trunc8 &b1
5N8 (c2 ,c3)^0,1uC& (b1 ,c2 ,c3)

5
1

Aur 1r 2u21uau2ut1t2u2
~r 1* r 2u0&b1

2t1t2au1&b1
),

~11!

where N8 is the renormalization constant. Substitutin
imaginary reflection and real transmission coefficients
above will give a superposition state for which the relat
phase betweenu0&b1

andu1&b1
components isp shifted from

that of Eq.~9!. This phase shift can be corrected by a unita
transformation of Pauli operatorsz after the detection. Then
the use of beam splitters with parameters satisfyingut1u2
1ut2u251 will give an output state withF51. For this de-
tection case, too, the highest probability of generating
output state with perfect fidelity is obtained for beam sp
ters with ut1u25ut2u250.5. In fact, under these conditions,
sz rotation is allowed, a successful truncation is possi
when the number of photons detected atD2 and D3 differs
by unity @4#.

III. EXPERIMENTAL SCHEME FOR A REALISTIC QSD

We propose the scheme of the realistic QSD, given in F
3, that can be implemented in practice. One part of t
scheme uses the ideas developed and illustrated by R
and co-workers@14#. The output light of a pulsed laser wit
angular frequencyv0 is divided into two by a beam splitter
Transmitted part of the light is frequency doubled in a no
linear crystal and the resultant pulses of frequency 2v0 are
used to pump a nonlinear crystal to induce spontaneous p
metric down-conversion~SPDC!. The crystal is for type-I
degenerate phase matching, which produces down-conve
photon pairs in two modes~idler and signal! with the same
polarization and at roughly half the frequency of the pum
ing pulses on opposite sides of a cone whose opening a
depends on the angle between the optical axis of the cry

FIG. 2. Effect of beam-splitter parameters~transmittancesut1u2

andut2u2) and intensity of the input coherent light on~a! the fidelity
and ~b! efficiency of truncation process~probability of proper de-
tection!. Curves in~a! are plotted for constant fidelity. In~b!, beam
splitters are considered to be the same~thusF51) and curves from
top to bottom correspond touau250.1, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, and 2.0, re
spectively. The highest probability of detection is;0.25.
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and the pump. The pump field at the output of the crysta
eliminated by a beam-stopping mirror. The signal and id
photons are selected by the apertures and directed to nar
band filters where the background radiation is eliminated
the selection is further restricted to only the degenerate p
tons. The selected idler modeĉ1 is directed to the first
photon-counting detectorD1, which is considered as a gatin
detector, where a ‘‘click’’ upon the detection of a photon
idler mode ensures the presence of another photon in
signal modeâ1. The latter is input to the~50:50! BS1 at
modeâ1 and mixed with vacuum at modeâ2 resulting in an
entangled state at the output of BS1. The undoubled la
light beam ~reflected portion at BS! is attenuated and di
rected to the input modeb̂3 of the ~50:50! BS2. Then it is
mixed with the entangled state at the output mode of B
which is fed into the other input mode of BS2. Tempor
overlapping of these two inputs at BS2 can be satisfied
adjusting the variable delay placed in the path of the we
coherent state. The resultant states at the output mode
BS2 are passed through apertures and narrow-band fi
before reaching the photon-counting detectors. Detection
a photon atD2 of modeĉ2 and no photons atD3 of modeĉ3
will ensure the preparation of the desired truncated stat
the output modeb̂1 of BS1. The filters and apertures in th
scheme are used to make the weak coherent light indis
guishable from the entangled state entering into the o
input mode of BS2. In the scheme, the output state is co
tioned on coincidence detection atD1 andD2, and anticoin-
cidence atD3.

Now, let us analyze the outlined system considering o
the effects of beam splitters and detectors. Using Eq.~1!, the
output of a beam splitter can be calculated byR̂r̂ inR̂

† for a
given input density operatorr̂ in . If the output signal of the
SPDC isr̂ (a1 ,c1) then the input state-density operator of t

BS1 will be r̂ in15 r̂ (a1 ,c1) ^ u0&a2a2
^0u. With this input, out-

put of BS1 will be r̂ (b1 ,b2 ,c1)5R̂1r̂ in1R̂1
† . Considering that

FIG. 3. Proposed experimental scheme for the QSD. PL, pu
laser; FD, frequency doubler; PDC, parametric down-convers
crystal; Att, strong attenuator;A, aperture;f, narrow band filter;L,
lens; CCL, coincidence counter and logic; BS, BS1, and BS2
beam splitters; andD1 , D2, andD3 are photon-counting detectors
8-3
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the state at theb̂3 mode of BS2 is coherentua&b3b3
^au, the

input density operator of BS2 become
r̂ in25 r̂ (b1 ,b2 ,c1) ^ ua&b3b3

^au, then letting this operato

evolve through the BS withR̂2, we obtain the following
output density operator:

r̂out5 r̂ (b1 ,c1 ,c2 ,c3 ,)

5R̂2r̂ in2R̂2
†

5R̂2~ r̂ (b1 ,b2 ,c1) ^ ua&b3 b3
^au!R̂2

†

5R̂2R̂1~ r̂ (a1 ,c1) ^ u0&a2 a2
^0u ^ ua&b3 b3

^au!R̂1
†R̂2

† .

~12!

The normalized truncated output state-density operato
modeb̂1 of BS1 is obtained by

r̂ trunc5
Tr(c1 ,c2 ,c3)~P1

c1P1
c2P0

c3r̂out!

Tr(b1 ,c1 ,c2 ,c3)~P1
c1P1

c2P0
c3r̂out!

, ~13!

where P1
c1 , P1

c2, and P0
c3 are elements of the positive

operator-valued measures~POVM’s! for the detectors
D1 , D2, andD3, respectively, with 0 and 1 correspondin
to the number of clicks recorded at the detectors.

IV. ERROR SOURCES IN QSD SCHEME

In the following, we assume that the apertures, narro
band filters, and delays introduced in the scheme ensure
proper phase and mode matching at the beam splitters. T
we will study only the imperfections in the single-photo
generation and photon-counting devices, and their effect
the feasibility of the QSD scheme.

A. Nonideal single photon source

In the proposed scheme SPDC is used as the sourc
the preparation of the single-photon state at the input of
BS1. In practice, we must take into account some basic
tures of SPDC as a source. First, although the conserva
of energy forces the sum of the frequencies of the idler
signal photons to be equal to the frequency of the pump fi
the photons may have finite bandwidth due to the finite s
of the crystal. Second is the spatial location of the idler a
signal photons in the cone of radiation at the crystal outp
These two problems can be solved approximately by spa
and frequency filtering as explained above. The third on
the intrinsic property of SPDC, that is, the output of SPD
contains vacuum with high probability while the probabili
of a photon-pair generation is very low. Even though t
probability is much lower, there may be cases where m
than one photon pair is generated. In SPDC, photons
generated in pairs with equal numbers in the signal (â1) and
idler (ĉ1) modes as can be seen in the expression for
state at the output of the SPDC crystal@15#,
06381
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k50

`

~geiup!kuk&a1
uk&c1

, ~14!

where g5tanh(uktu) and g2, typically ;1024 @16#, corre-
sponds to the rate of one-photon-pair generation per puls
the pump field;k represents the product of coupling consta
and the complex amplitude of the pump field; andt stands
for the interaction time of the pump field and the crystal. T
phase of the pump field is denoted byup . In the proposed
experimental scheme, we suppose that the explicit inform
tion of the phaseup is not known, which results in the fol
lowing mixed state for the output of SPDC after averagi
over all possible phases:

r̂ (a1 ,c1)5~12g2!@ u00&^00u1g2u11&^11u1g4u22&^22u

1g6u33&^33u1•••# (a1 ,c1) . ~15!

In the following, Eq.~15! will be used for numerical simu-
lations.

B. Imperfect photon-counting detectors

Photodetection is the very basis of quantum-optical m
surements. Currently most commonly used photodetec
are avalanche photodiodes that suffer from four main pr
lems: ~a! nonunit efficiency (hÞ1) causing the failure of
photon detection,~b! non-zero dark countnÞ0 causing
‘‘false alarms’’ by signal generation even where there is
photon,~c! failure to discriminate betweenn andn11 pho-
tons if n>1, and~d! ‘‘dead time’’ tdt of the photon-counting
detector and the processing electronics during which de
tors cannot respond to the incoming photons.

After the arrival of the first photon to a detector, a tim
duration oftdt should pass for the detector to count the ne
coming photons. If the arrival times of photons at the det
tor are less thantdt , then only one electronic pulse, whic
corresponds to the detection of the first photon, will be g
erated. The average counting rate should be less than 1/tdt to
eliminate the effect of dead time on the counted photon r
In the QSD scheme, ‘‘dead time’’ shows itself in two way
~i! For D1 and D2 detectors, if a photon is incident on th
detector withintdt seconds after the preceding photon, th
the event will just be neglected and we will not count t
output state as the desired one. The effect of such a case
be the reduction in the number of states generated per
ond. ~ii ! There may be cases whereD1 and D2 detect pho-
tons and even though there is an incident photon onD3, it
does not click because it is still ‘‘dead.’’ Such a case will
counted as the desired detection and a state different from
desired one will be prepared at the output, which will d
crease the fidelity of the prepared states. Both of these
cases can be considered as the loss of photon due to in
cient detection. A decision on the outcome of the measu
ment is done for each light pulse separately, independen
the result of the preceding or the following pulses. Moreov
we are not interested in the correlation between two conse
tive pulses. Therefore, the effect of dead time can be
sorbed into the detector efficiencyh. Typical values for dead
8-4
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QUANTUM-SCISSORS DEVICE FOR OPTICAL STATE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A 64 063818
time have been reported to be in the range 30 ns<tdt
<100 ns for million counts per second@17#. In order to
minimize the effect of dead time, one has either to use v
weak light so that the number of photons in the system
second is low enough, or to work with small repetition fr
quency for the input coherent light and the pump of t
SPDC crystal.

For a realistic description of photon-counting detect
(D1, D2, andD3) shown in Fig. 3, POVM can be written a
@18#

PN5 (
n50

N

(
m5n

`
e2nnN2n

~N2n!!
hn~12h!m2nCn

mum&^mu ~16!

for a detector with quantum efficiencyh ~dead-time effects
are included! and mean dark count ofn, where (N50

` PN

51. In this equationn is the actual number of photon
present in the mode,N2n is the number of dark counts,N is
the number of ‘‘clicks,’’ andCn

m is the binomial coefficient.
Mean dark count rate is given byn5t resRdark, whereRdark is
the dark count rate andt res is the resolution time of the
detector and the electronic circuitry and is longer than
pulse widthtp of the pulsed light used in the experiment.
the following, we will work with three kinds of detector
~photon-number-discriminating detector, conventional p
ton counter, and single-photon counter! in order to show the
effects of imperfections~a!–~c! and detector types on th
properties of truncated states using POVM for each type
detector. We will assume a pump with a repetition frequen
of 100 MHz and the detector resolution timet res510 ns.

1. Photon-number-discriminating counter„PNDC…

Although not available in the market, the analysis of t
system with PNDC will give us a reference for comparis
with other detector types. The POVM for this kind of dete
tors is given by Eq.~16!. For this type of detectors, if the
ideal case~unit efficiency, no dark count, and perfect singl
photon source! is considered, the same result shown in E
~4! is obtained. In Fig. 4, we show the dependence of fide
of truncation with the experimental scheme if all three det

FIG. 4. Effect of intensity of coherent light,uau2, ~left! and
the detector efficiencyh ~right! on the fidelity F of truncation
process for photon-number-discriminating counters andg255
31024/pulse.a, b, andc correspond to~1,0!, ~2,1!, and ~3,2!, re-
spectively, which stand for the number of photons detected at
detectors (D2 ,D3). Left plot was obtained forRdark51000 s21 and
h50.5. Right plot is foruau250.4 with solid and dotted curve
corresponding toRdark5100 s21 andRdark5104 s21, respectively.
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tors are PNDC. In this figure, we see that increasing cohe
light intensitiesuau2 causes a decrease in the fidelity of tru
cation for all detection cases. In the cases where (1,0)
(2,1) photons are detected at detectors (D2 ,D3), fidelity of
truncation is almost the same, however, for other casesn
.2, m . 1), F decreases sharply with increasing lig
intensities and dark count rates. We have also observed
for increasing light intensities, the effect ofh become very
deleterious~not shown in Fig. 4!. However, foruau2!1, it
does not constitute a major problem and the fidelity of tru
cation is essentially insensitive to changes inh.

2. Conventional photon counter„CPC…

This type of detectors can only distinguish between
presence and absence of photons in the mode by a ‘‘click
‘‘no click.’’ No information on the exact number of photon
can be obtained in a single click. Then the POVM can
written as

P05 (
m50

`

e2n~12h!mum&^mu,

PN>1512P0 . ~17!

These detectors are commercially available in the ma
with Rdark<100 s21 and h;0.7 @17,19#. Figure 5 depicts
uau2 versus fidelity and the rate of the proper detection
various values of detector efficiency. It is seen that a fide
F.0.9 is achievable for efficiencies as low as 0.7 atuau2

51. Further decrease ofh from 0.7 to 0.1, at this value ofa,
degradesF from ;0.92 to;0.84, and finally reaches 0.5 a
h50. However, if we restrict ourselves to work at an inte
sity uau2<0.4, fidelity will be higher than 0.94 forh>0.1,
and it will take a value.0.71 forh>0.0. In the right plot of
Fig. 5, vertical dotted lines show the value ofuau2 below
which F becomes>0.90 for the corresponding detector e
ficiency. These values are 0.7, 0.9, 1.0, and 1.5 forh
50.3, 0.5, 0.7, and 1.0, respectively. We have studied
effect of Rdark for different values ofh and uau2, and found
out that for 0 s21<Rdark<1000 s21, fidelity lies in the
range@0.9921.0#, @0.9020.97#, and@0.8120.93# for uau2

e

FIG. 5. Effect of intensity of the input coherent light,uau2, on
the fidelity of truncation~left! and the number of coincidence an
anticoincidence~C-AC! detections per second~right! when CPC’s
with Rdark5100 s21 are used andg25531024/pulse. In the left
plot, h51.0, 0.7, 0.5, 0.3, 0.1, and 0.0 from top to bottom, r
spectively. In the right plot,h50.3, 0.5, 0.7, and 1.0 fora, b, c,
andd, respectively.
8-5
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50.1, uau250.5, anduau251, respectively, at 0.1<h<1.0.
It is clearly understood that if the desired superposition s
is to be prepared by truncating a low-intensity coherent lig
thenRdark andh of a commercially available CPC have littl
effect on the fidelity of truncation.

3. Single-photon counter„SPC…

Within the context of this study, SPC is considered as
photon-counting detector that can discriminate between
photon, a single photon, and higher number of photons in
detection mode. SPC lacks the ability to distinguish two p
tons from higher number of photons. Therefore, POVM c
be given as

P05 (
m50

`

e2n~12h!mum&^mu,

P15 (
n50

1

(
m5n

`

e2nn12nhnmn~12h!m2num&^mu, ~18!

PN>2512P02P1 .

In the literature,Rdark;104 s21 and h;0.7 have been
reported for SPC’s@20#. Figure 6 depicts the effect of detec
tor efficiency and the intensity of coherent light on the fid
ity of truncation and the number of proper detections
second when all three detectors are SPC’s. We observe
increasing coherent-light intensity decreases fidelity; dete
inefficiency is more deleterious than the case where all
tectors are CPC’s. High dark count rate is a serious prob
and constitutes the main source of poor functioning
SPC’s. We have calculated fidelity of truncation for vario
dark count rates at differenth and uau2, which can be sum-
marized as follows: Whenh50.7, fidelity decreases from
0.93 to 0.84 ifRdark increases from 100 s21 to 104 s21 for
uau251.0 and from 0.98 to 0.94 foruau250.4. We also ob-
served that effect ofn is more deleterious whenh is low and
uau2 is high, i.e., atuau250.4, F decreases from 0.95 to 0.8
with an increase inRdark from 100 s21 to 104 s21, however
at uau251.0, it decreases from 0.87 to 0.75.

FIG. 6. Effect of intensity of the input coherent light,uau2, on
the fidelity of truncation~left! and the number of coincidence an
anticoincidence~C-AC! detections per second~right! when SPC’s
with Rdark5104 s21 are used andg25531024/pulse. In the left
plot, h51.0, 0.7, 0.5, 0.3, 0.1, and 0.0 from top to bottom,
spectively. In the right plot,h50.3, 0.5, 0.7, and 1.0 fora, b, c,
andd, respectively.
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The desired state can be obtained any time when the
ference in the number of photons detected atD2 andD3 is 1.
Consequently, the case when a single ‘‘click’’ is detected
D3 and two ‘‘clicks’’ are detected atD2 must also be con-
sidered. In this case, we have seen that for the reported
rameters in the literature for SPC’s, 680 output states w
F50.84, and 90 output states withF50.92 atuau251.0 and
uau250.4, respectively, can be obtained per second.
lower intensities the number will drop to less than four sta
per second, and for higher intensities it will increase to up
4000 s21 but with much lower fidelities of around 0.6.

4. Discussion of different detection strategies

In the analysis of CPC and SPC above, we have obse
that CPC has the advantage of low dark count over S
however, SPC has the ability to discriminate between ze
one, and more photons from each other. The best res
would have been obtained, if we had photon counters co
bining these two advantages. Unfortunately, the current le
of technology does not provide this to experimenters. Ho
ever, in our QSD scheme, we can use a combination of C
and SPC to benefit from their unique advantages. Sim
tions, withRdark5100 s21 andRdark5104 s21 for CPC and
SPC, respectively, andh50.7 for both, have shown that th
choice of either CPC or SPC forD3 does not cause a chang
at the fidelity of the output state. This can be easily und
stood by examining theP0 of the detectors. Dark count fo
D3 shows itself ase2n, which takes the value of>1 for both
CPC and SPC, resulting in the same value for fidelity. The
fore, we have only four different strategies for detec
choice as shown in Table I.

In Fig. 7, it is seen that, for 0<uau2<4, higher fidelity

-

TABLE I. Different strategies of detector choice for a realizab
QSD. CPC, conventional photon counter; SPC, single-pho
counter;D1, gating detector;D2 andD3, detectors counting one an
no photons, respectively.

Strategy D1 D2 D3

a CPC SPC SPC or CPC
b CPC CPC SPC or CPC
c SPC SPC SPC or CPC
d SPC CPC SPC or CPC

FIG. 7. Effect of intensity of the input coherent light on th
fidelity of truncation~left! and the number of coincidence and a
ticoincidence~C-AC! detections per second~right! for different
strategies of detector choice.
8-6
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values are obtained for strategiesa andb, which use CPC’s
as the ‘‘gating detector’’D1 and much lower ones are ob
tained forc andd, which use SPC’s asD1. We explain this as
follows: ProbabilityPreal of detecting a ‘‘click’’ atD1 caused
by real photons coming from SPDC isO(g2) per pulse, and
the probability of a ‘‘click’’ caused by a dark count isPdark
5O(n). Then the condition that a ‘‘click’’ is caused by a re
photon rather than a dark count can be written asPreal
@Pdark, which impliesn!g2. In the simulations, we used
coincidence window of 10 ns andg2 of order.1024. Then
CPC hasn51026, which satisfies the above condition. SP
hasn51024'g2, which means that if an SPC is used forD1
with coincidence window of 10 ns, there will be wrong trig
gerings and these will reflect themselves as decrease in fi
ity.

The parameterg2 has a profound effect on the fidelity o
truncation for the four strategies. Increasing the probabi
of generating a single photon pair from SPDC will increa
the fidelity of truncation for those strategies where SPC
used asD1 and decrease that of CPC. This is because
increasing values ofg2 beyondn.1024 for SPC will dimin-
ish the dark count effects. Moreover, SPC can distinguish
number of incident photons, which will lower the probabili
of a ‘‘false alarm’’ due to the generation of two or mo
photon pairs. On the other hand, in case of CPC, there
be ‘‘false alarms’’ that will reduce fidelity.

For uau2<0.6, fidelityF is .0.90 for all strategies with a
proper detection rate ofO(103 s21). Then for truncating a
low-intensity coherent state to prepare the desired supe
sition of vacuum and single-photon states, one can use C
because with a low intensity it is guaranteed that the num
of photons in the system is less than two photons durin
single preparation phase, and this will decrease the prob
ity of having ‘‘false alarms’’ fromD2 andD3. By contrast, if
a strong light is used then we will have ‘‘clicks’’ atD2 and
D3 when single or higher number of photons are incident
them, and since we cannot get information on the numbe
photons, we will still consider them as a sign of the desi
truncation process, which will most of the time not be tru

V. COMPARISON OF FIDELITIES FOR DIFFERENT
STATES

An ideal perfect QSD scheme allows the truncation o
coherent state up to its single photon state withF51 con-
serving the relative phase and amplitude information. In
experimental realization,F51 cannot be achieved due t
error sources discussed in Sec. IV and fidelity depe
strongly on the intensity of the input coherent light. One c
always ask whether the fidelity values close to those obta
for the states generated with the experimental scheme ca
obtained for some other states and how the state prepare
QSD differs from those states. We will study two cases:~i!
complete loss of phase information during the truncat
process, which will yield the stateN(u0&^0u1uau2u1&^1u),
whereN is the normalization constant 1/(11uau2) and~ii ! a
coherent state obtained by attenuating the inputua&,

ub&5uAja&, ~19!
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which will be sent directly to the output without goin
through the truncation process of the QSD. Fidelities of th
states to the desired stateAN(u0&1au1&) are found as

F15
11uau4

@11uau2#2
,

F25
e2ubu2

11uau2
~112uabucosD1uabu2!, ~20!

whereD is the difference of arguments of the input cohere
light a to be truncated and the coherent light ofb. The
optimum value forb to obtain the maximum fidelity to the
desired state for anya that is input to the QSD can be foun
as

ubu25juau25
112uau22A114uau2

2uau2
,

arg~b!5arg~a!. ~21!

In Figs. 8 and 9, we have depicted the fidelities for the
cases together with those of the states obtained from
proposed experimental scheme for 0<uau2<4. With a per-

FIG. 8. Comparison of fidelity of various states to the desir
stateAN(u0&1au1&) with the normalization constantN. a, State
obtained from experimental scheme withh51; b, h50.5 ~dotted
curve!; c, N(u0&^0u1uau2u1&^1u); andd coherent stateub& with a
5b.

FIG. 9. Comparison of the fidelity of the states obtained fro
the proposed experimental scheme of CPC’s witha, h51.0; b,
h50.7; andc, h50.5 with the fidelity ofub& of d, the optimizedb
given by Eq.~21!; e, ub& with j51/2; andf , ub& with j51.
8-7
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fect QSD scheme and correct information of one ‘‘click’’
D2 and no ‘‘click’’ at D3, fidelity is 1 for anyuau2. For the
state given in case~i!, F1 decreases gradually from 1.0 to 0
for 0<uau2<1.0 and then starts increasing from 0.5 atuau2
51.0 to 0.68 atuau254.0. For the proposed scheme wi
CPC’s as the photon-counting detectors, fidelity of truncat
is always higher than the fidelity values of case~i! in this
range of uau2 provided thath>0.5. For the state given in
case~ii !, the fidelity for the optimized value ofb given by
Eq. ~21! is shown in Fig. 9 as curved. The states prepare
with the experimental QSD scheme have higher fidelity th
the optimizedub& for uau2>0.4 ath>0.7. This can be ob-
served even for much lowerh at higher values ofuau2, i.e.,
for uau2.1.5, h50.5 is enough for the experimenta
scheme to have better fidelity. For some values ofj such as
j51/2 andj51, the ub& states may have better fidelity fo
low uau2. However, with increasinguau2, there is a sharp
monotonic decrease in their fidelities, which finally becom
very close to zero (,0.09) for uau2.4. As a result, we can
say that the proposed experimental scheme is more adv
geous than the other strategies, because the states gen
by the experimental scheme have higher fidelity for a bro
range ofuau2 and h. In a limited range of lowuau2, other
strategies may be optimized to give better fidelity, but o
with the cost of much lower fidelity outside this range. As w
will discuss in the next section, an analysis of the quasid
tributions of those states will give us further information
discriminate those states from each other and to evaluate
efficiency and the merit of using the QSD scheme.

VI. QUASIDISTRIBUTIONS FOR THE TRUNCATED
OUTPUT STATE

In the previous section, to evaluate the QSD scheme,
have usedfidelity to quantify how close the generated outp
state and the desired state are. However, fidelity is jus
single number and does not give complete information
how well the phase and amplitude of the input to the Q
are preserved at the output. To answer this question we
the Wigner function as a tool since it is a one-to-one rep
sentation of the quantum state and contains all the infor
tion on state. In the following, the Wigner function is calc
lated as~see, e.g.,@21#!

W~X,P!5
1

p (
m,n

rmn̂ nuT̂~X,P!um&, ~22!

where

^nuT̂~X,P!um&5~21!n2m2n11~X2 iP!m2nAn!

m!

3exp~22r 2!Ln
m2n~4r 2! ~23!

with r 25X21P2, Ln
m2n(y) being the associated Laguer

polynomial.
One of the most interesting characteristics of the Q

scheme is the generation of nonclassical states from a
sical state. Negative values in the Wigner function are a s
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of the nonclassical property of a state. Figure 10 shows
Wigner functions of the desired superposition state, and
generated output state using the proposed experime
scheme with CPC’s as the photon-counting detectors. I
understood that even forh50.5, the aim of generating a
nonclassical state is achieved, however, we can argue tha
information content~amplitude and relative phase! of the
input state is partially lost during the truncation process d
to the losses in the system. With decreasingh, the negativity
in W(X,P) becomes smaller and it is completely lost wi
further decrease beyondh,0.4.

If one considers the use of the optimizedub& state given
by Eq. ~21! rather than the QSD scheme to generate a s
with the highest fidelity to the desired state of the for
AN(u0&1au1&) with uau250.8 as in Fig. 10, an attenuatio
of j;0.43, which will give an intensity ofubu2;0.34, must
be used. In that case, fidelity to the desired state will be 0
which is higher than the fidelity value ofF;0.91 obtained at
h50.5 and slightly lower thanF;0.93 obtained ath50.7 if
the proposed experimental scheme with CPC’s is us
Looking at only the values of fidelity of those states, one c
conclude that it is difficult to discriminate these states fro
each other and may underestimate the advantage of usin
QSD scheme. However, if the Wigner functions of tho
states are compared, the difference will become clearer.
Wigner function forub& with ubu2;0.34 will be similar to
GaussianW(X,P) for a coherent state with the peak locat
at ;0.347 and having a circular symmetry where one can
observe the negativity and the deformation seen in the
sired state given in Fig. 10~a!. On the other hand, althoug
the fidelity values are very close to those ofub&, the states
generated by the QSD scheme have deformation and n
tivity similar to that of the desired state as seen in Fig. 10~b!.

There is a delicate balance between the intensity of
coherent light and the efficiency of detectors to observe
negativity in W(X,P). To show this clearly, we have ana
lyzed marginal distributions and cross sections of Wign
functions for differentuau2 andh and depicted some result
in Figs. 11. We have understood that for coherent input
low intensityuau2,1.0, detector losses and source imperfe
tions do not have a significant effect on the shape of
Wigner function. Forh>0.4, the shape of the Wigner func
tion and marginal probabilities of the states obtained fr
the proposed scheme and the desired state are almos

FIG. 10. Wigner function for superpositions of vacuum a
single-photon states obtained by truncating coherent stateua& with
uau250.8 and phasep/2 using ~a! the perfect QSD and~b! pro-
posed experimental scheme with CPC’s forh50.7,Rdark5100 s21,
andg25531024/pulse.
8-8
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same. For the range 1.0<uau2<1.5, negativity inW(X,P
50) can be observed forh>0.2, however,W(X50,P) be-
comes smoothed and the dip seen in the ideal case fades
decreasingh. For uau2.1.5, the effect of detector efficienc
is more profound. Moreover, it affectsW(X,P50) and
W(X50,P) differently. For decreasingh, although the value
of negativity inW(X,P50) approaches 0, the negativity ca
still be observed forh.0.3. On the other hand, the dip see
in W(X50,P) is strongly smoothed monotonically with in
creasing efficiency. Strong dips similar to the ideal case
be observed for 0.2,h,0.5. This deformation in the Wigne
function of the output state for high-intensity input cohere
lights can be explained with the intrinsic property of t
CPC’s, that is, they lose the information on the number
incident photons. For strong lights, the number of photon
the system will be higher than two photons, which will tri
ger ‘‘false alarms’’ about the generation of the desired st
causing strong deformations in the Wigner function.

Another important point of the QSD scheme is the pr
ervation of the relative phase between vacuum and sin
photon components in the ideal case, so it is necessar
study the phase and its distribution for the output state.
effect of imperfections on the phase distribution of the g
erated state is analyzed using Wigner phase distribut
which is the phase distribution associated with the Wig
function and calculated using@21#

P~u!5E
0

`

W~b!ubudubu, ~24!

whereW(b) can be obtained from Eqs.~22!–~23! using b
5X1 iP.

FIG. 11. Effect of detector efficiency on Wigner function of th
output states generated by truncating coherent states of diffe
intensities: uau250.4 ~left! and uau254.0 ~right figures!. Solid
curve is for the perfect QSD, and dash-dotted, dotted, and da
curves are forh50.5, 0.7, and 1, respectively.
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Analysis of Wigner phase distribution for different inten
sities of the input coherent light and different detector e
ciencies has revealed the following.

~i! Maximum value of the phase distribution is obtained
the phase of the input coherent light, which implies that
preferred phase for the output state obtained from the exp
mental scheme is the phase of the input light. It must
noted that in the proposed model we have not includ
phase-dependent losses.

~ii ! Low detector efficiency and losses in the syste
smooth and broaden the phase distribution. In the limith
50, phase distribution is flat andP(u1);0.1592, which are
also observed for the vacuum state.

~iii ! For 0.25,uau2,0.45, phase distribution has negati
ity for the ideal scheme. To preserve the negativity of ph
distribution in the experimental scheme, detector efficien
must be high, i.e., foruau250.4, 1.0, and 2.0, detector effi
ciencyh must be greater than 0.9, 0.6, and 0.7, respectiv
However, the minimum value ofP(u) is much higher than
that of the ideal case even forh51.

~iv! Negativity of the Wigner phase distribution can b
preserved withh>0.65 when the weights of the vacuum an
single-photon states are comparable~nearly equal!, because
the minimum of the phase distribution is more strongly ne
tive for these cases, i.e., in the ideal case,uau251 and the
unnormalized stateu0&1au1&, P(u1) becomes;20.0403,
which is the lowest minimum for anyuau2 for this superpo-
sition state. Figure 12 shows the effect of detector efficien
on the Wigner phase distribution for input states of differe
intensities.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In this study, we have analyzed the QSD scheme propo
by Pegget al. in detail using realistic descriptions for th
detectors and single-photon source. We have also prop
and discussed a simple and realizable experimental sch
for the QSD considering possible error sources that can
encountered in practice. The possible ways of solving th
difficulties and their effect on the generated output state
discussed. We have shown explicitly that the propos

nt

ed

FIG. 12. Wigner phase distributionsP(u) of truncated output
states obtained from input coherent states of~a! uau251.0 and~b!
uau250.4. Solid curves labeled as~i! and (i i ) denote the phase
distributions of the input coherent states and the truncated ou
states with the perfect QSD, respectively. Results of the propo
scheme are shown as dash-dotted, dotted, and dashed curve
h51.0, 0.5, and 0.2, respectively.
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scheme is realizable with high fidelity using commercia
available detectors and SPDC as the single-photon sou
With a further analysis using quasidistributions, it has be
clarified that the states prepared with the QSD scheme h
nonclassical properties, and one can distinguish these s
from states generated by other strategies. Moreover, it
been shown that the value of the preferred relative ph
between the vacuum and single-photon states of the in
coherent light is preserved at the truncated output state.
verification of truncation process can be done using a c
bination of photon counting and homodyning or by mo
ev
.
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sophisticated methods such as homodyne-tomography t
niques@22#.
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